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What is BIA?
BIA, or Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis is a safe, reliable, and accurate
way to measure key body composition elements. By viewing changes in
body composition, biomarkers and the electrical properties of the body,
practitioners can easily chart progress. BIA analysis is quick, painless and
noninvasive, using four electrodes placed on the body – no needles or
bloodwork required.
BIA can be performed on any living thing – humans, animals and even
plants. It can be used in clinical, educational or research settings. Body
composition assessment provides healthcare professionals and their
clients with an accurate and powerful window into overall health.

A Unique Solution for Healthy Lifestyle Plans

This new health tool is unlike any other. It provides fast, accurate and
repeatable measures of overall body composition, including:
t'BU
t'BU'SFF.BTT MFBOCPEZNBTT
t5PUBM#PEZ8BUFS JOUSBDFMMVMBSBOEFYUSBDFMMVMBS
t-FBO%SZ.BTT
t#.3 CBTBMNFUBCPMJDSBUF
t%&& EBJMZFOFSHZFYQFOEJUVSF

Monitor and Manage Progress

8IFOZPVBSFUSZJOHUPBTTJTUZPVSDMJFOUTJONBJOUBJOJOHHPPEIFBMUI
habits, providing accurate, repeatable measurements is a powerful
UPPM6TJOHUIFDPNQMFUFCPEZDPNQPTJUJPOBOBMZTJTQSPWJEFECZ3+-T
2VBOUVNTFSJFT DMJFOUTXJMMTFFFYBDUMZIPXNVDIQSPHSFTTUIFZNBLF
BOEUIFZMMXBOUUPLFFQHPJOH
ɨF3+-#*"EFWJDFDPNFTXJUIBMMOFDFTTBSZDPNQPOFOUTJODMVEJOHUIF
VOJU TPGUXBSF BOEFEVDBUJPOBMNBUFSJBMT JODMVEJOHUFBDIJOHWJEFPT 
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WHICH RJL QUANTUM BODY COMPOSITION
ANALYZER IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
Applications

Quantum

Quantum

Quantum

Quantum

Quantum

II

X

III

IV

Desktop

Whole human body composition
BC Software included
Animals and fish [1]

optional [2]

Segmental BIA (each arm, leg and torso)

optional

Monitor impedance values in real-time

Features
External portable printer
Internal record storage [3]
Wireless communications (RF link)
Real time BIA with internal storage
Data logger software included
PS-2 keyboard included
Resolution [4]

1.0 Ω

0.1 Ω

0.1 Ω

0.1 Ω

0.1 Ω

Battery type

Alkaline

Alkaline

Nickel Metal

Lithium Ion

Gel Cell

9 Volt

9 Volt

Hydride

[1] RJL does not supply software or equations for analyzing animal data.
[2] The fish option of the Quantum III is designed to record hundreds of individual fish records while used at sea. These records can then be
downloaded via the USB port to a PC for analysis.
[3] The Quantum III can store 50 complete subject records. The Quantum IV stores a single resistance and reactance record. When the
Quantum IV segmental option is used 13 zones of resistance and reactance data are stored (26 records). The Quantum Desktop can store 500
complete records or save 12,000 real time resistance and reactance data points with time stamps.
[4] Resolution accuracy is greater with lower ohm level (i.e. 0.19 provides higher measurement accuracy).
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QUANTUM II BIA Analyzer
$2,090.00

INCLUDES

FEATURES

Product Overview - The Quantum II is an ideal choice for
users who desire a body composition analyzer that is compact
and portable. The combined key features of the Quantum
**BOEUIFBDDPNQBOZJOH#$TPGUXBSFQSPWJEFBOFBTZUP
use, accurate and affordable instrument for revealing and
monitoring changes in the composition of the human body.
BC Software - After testing with the Quantum II Analyzer, the
measurements are entered into the BC software which performs
the body composition analysis. The end results can provide
guidance for an individual to improve their body composition
VTJOHUIFEJFUBOEFYFSDJTFXJ[BSEJO#$
Healthcare Professionals - .BOZQSPGFTTJPOBMTJOUIFIFBMUI 
fitness and nutrition fields use our instruments because scale
weight alone does not provide enough information to manage
BOPWFSBMMIFBMUIQMBOGPSJOEJWJEVBMT8JUIUIF2VBOUVN** 
UIFZIBWFUIFBCJMJUZUPLOPXXIFOGBU GBUGSFFNBTTBOEìVJET
are lost or gained, when working with patients and clients to
improve body composition in relation to health and fitness
management.

SPECIFICATIONS

Institutional Researchers - The Quantum II provides
bioelectrical resistance and reactance measurements, which
can include equation choices for a variety of populations.
&YUSFNFMZTNBMMDIBOHFTJOCPEZDPNQPTJUJPODBOCFJMMVTUSBUFE
EVFUPUIFJOTUSVNFOUTFYDFQUJPOBMBDDVSBDZBOESFQFBUBCJMJUZ
The results of testing with the Quantum II Instrument can
provide the user with a method to monitor and historically
track body composition changes.
Measuring and Managing Healthy Living
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QUANTUM III BIA Analyzer
$4,190.00

INCLUDES

Product Overview - The Quantum III is used to assess human
CPEZDPNQPTJUJPOGSPNXIPMFCPEZNFBTVSFNFOUT4FMG
contained and portable, the Quantum III was designed to
give the user a variety of technical options as to how data is
recorded, stored, viewed and printed.

FEATURES

Product Features -ɨJTDPNQBDU TFMGDPOUBJOFEBOEQPSUBCMF
Quantum device measures and records BIA data. It does not
SFRVJSFB1$UPSFDPSEBOETUPSFJOGPSNBUJPOoEP[FOTPGUJNF
stamped records can be stored in its internal memory. The large
keypad makes it easy to enter subject information and create
a complete body composition record and report. The internal
/J.)CBUUFSJFTMBTUGPSBQQSPYJNBUFMZIPVSTPGDPOUJOVPVT
use, and can be safely fully recharged within a few hours.
The user has two options to print body composition reports:
 UIFQPSUBCMFUIFSNBMQSJOUFSPS BXJSFMFTTSBEJPGSFRVFODZ
MJOLGPSQSJOUJOHHSBQIJDSFQPSUTPOB1$XJUIJOBGU
range. The wireless link complies with most worldwide
regulatory standards.

SPECIFICATIONS

BC Software -)VNBOCPEZDPNQPTJUJPOEBUBDBOBMTPCF
TBWFEJOUIF#$4PGUXBSFEBUBCBTFPOB1$GPSGVSUIFSBOBMZTJT
and historical tracking of individuals. The Quantum III is
FYUSFNFMZBDDVSBUFBOEGBTUJUDBOQFSGPSNBDPNQMFUFCPEZ
composition analysis and generate a printout or send data to a
PC in a matter of minutes.
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QUANTUM IV BIA Analyzer
$2,590.00

INCLUDES

FEATURES

Product Overview - The Quantum IV is our newest release
for healthcare professionals and in providing an accurate and
FBTZUPVTFFSHPOPNJDEFTJHO JOUFSOBMMJUIJVNJPOSFDIBSHFBCMF
battery.
Key Features – The Quantum IV precisely measures resistance
BOESFBDUBODFBU,)[.BOZOFXGFBUVSFTTVDIBTGPVS
MJOF CSJHIUHSFFO0-&%EJTQMBZ BOEUIFBCJMJUZUPVTFUIF
Quantum IV for nine hours continuously before needing a
SFDIBSHF.BLJOHUIFQFSGFDUJOTUSVNFOUGPSUIFPïDFPSPO
the go.
ɨF64#QPSUTFSWFTTFWFSBMGVODUJPOT CVUJTVTFEQSJNBSJMZ
for upgrading the firm in the internal microcontroller. As new
GFBUVSFTBSFBU3+-4DJFODFTGPSUIF2*7 UIFZDBOCFUSBOTGFSSFE
to the instrument by the user.

SPECIFICATIONS

*OBEEJUJPOUP&OHMJTI UIFSFJTBVTFSTFMFDUBCMFPQUJPOGPS
4QBOJTI *UBMJBO (FSNBOMBOHVBHFT
BC Software – #$4PGUXBSFJTJODMVEFEUIF2VBOUVN*7
3FTJTUBODFBOE3FBDUBODFEBUBGSPNUIFJOTUSVNFOUDBOCF
either manually entered into BC, or automatically retrieved
VTJOHUIF64#DBCMFXIJMFDPOOFDUFEUPBIVNBOTVCKFDU
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QUANTUM DESKTOP BIA Analyzer
$5,190.00

INCLUDES

Product Overview -ɨF2VBOUVN%FTLUPQJOTUSVNFOUJT
portable. It can be used to analyze human body composition or
perform body composition analysis on biological materials such
as animals, fish, plants, or specific segments of the human body
JFDIFTU NVTDMFHSPVQT BOEPSHBOT [1]

FEATURES

8IFOVTFEGPSNFBTVSJOHIVNBOCPEZDPNQPTJUJPO JUDBO
retrieve resistance and reactance values from the subject,
perform all of the body composition calculations, and print
BCBTJDSFQPSUVTJOHUIFBUUBDIFEUIFSNBMQSJOUFS%BUBFOUSZ
OBNF TVCKFDU*% IFJHIU XFJHIU FUD JTBDDPNQMJTIFEXJUI
the included keyboard.
Its accuracy, record storage instrument, and printing capability
reduce errors in data entry. It is built to specifications necessary
to comply with peer review literature guidelines and traditional
#*"JOTUSVNFOUT4UPSFTIVOESFETPGSFDPSETGPSMBUFSEPXOMPBE
UP#$4PGUXBSF
BC Software - This device will temporarily store patient data
along with BIA results for later transfer to BC software for
historical tracking and detailed report printing options. It can
CFEJSFDUMZDPOOFDUFEUPB1$BOEJOUFSBDUXJUI#$4PGUXBSF

SPECIFICATIONS
Ω

Key Features - The desktop also measures resistance and
SFBDUBODFBTSFBMUJNFFWFOUT3FBMUJNF#*"SFDPSETBTUFBEZ
stream of data with adjustable sampling rates from one
millisecond to several hours between samples. It can save up
UP TBNQMFTXJUIJOEJWJEVBMUJNFTUBNQTJOJUTJOUFSOBM
memory that can be retrieved at a later time.
ɨF%BUB-PHHFSTPGUXBSFBMMPXTUIFJOTUSVNFOUUPCFVTFEBT
BOJNQFEBODFQMFUIZTNPHSBQI SFDPSEJOHSFBMUJNFDIBOHFTJO
resistance and reactance, and displaying them on the screen. Its
use is intended for investigational purposes only.
(1)RJL Sciences only provides software for estimating human body composition
from a whole-body measurement. Users wishing to do segmental body
composition analysis or study nonhuman organisms must order a customized
instrument, and acquire software or equations elsewhere.
Measuring and Managing Healthy Living
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QUANTUM X BIA Analyzer
$2,590.00

INCLUDES

FEATURES

Product Overview - The Quantum X has the same compact
TJ[F QPSUBCJMJUZBOESBOHF UPPINT BTUIF2VBOUVN
** XJUIBTJHOJëDBOUUFDIOJDBMEJêFSFODFUIF2VBOUVN9IBT
UJNFTUIFSFTPMVUJPO[1] of the Quantum II.
Institutional Researchers - The Quantum X is an ideal
instrument for biologists and other researchers who need
to measure and collect BIA data with a higher resolution.
.FBTVSFNFOUTXJUIUIF2VBOUVN9BSFRVJDL SFQFBUBCMFBOE
accurate. Its portability gives researchers the option to use it in
the field in all different environments.
1. The Quantum X has 0.1 ohms of resolution (resistance and reactance) and the
Quantum II has 1.0 ohms of resolution.
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PC/Mac BC 3.0 Software

FEATURES

REQUIREMENTS

Product Overview -4DBMFXFJHIUBMPOFEPFTOPUQSPWJEF
enough information to help create customized healthy weight
management programs for individuals. BC software is ideal for
the healthcare professionals monitoring and recording changes
in body composition.
"GUFSUFTUJOHXJUIBO3+-CPEZDPNQPTJUJPOBOBMZ[FS UIF
measurements are entered into the BC software which
performs the body composition analysis. The results can
provide suggestions for effective lifestyle changes to improve
body composition by using food and fitness ideas included in
the software.
Body composition changes can be easily monitored over time
with historical graphic and/or numeric reporting. Optional
JOQVUëFMETJODMVEFCMPPEQSFTTVSF WJUBNJO% )C"$ MJQJE
panel, and waist, wrist, and neck circumfrences.
BC is also able to import patient information from databases
DSFBUFECZ3+-TQSFWJPVTCPEZDPNQPTJUJPOTPGUXBSF
#$QSPWJEFTOVNFSPVTTFUTPGQSFEJDUJPOFRVBUJPOTGPS
FTUJNBUJOHCPEZDPNQPTJUJPO4FFCFMPX
POPULATION EQUATION OPTIONS
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iPad® BC 3.0 Software

FEATURES

!

W

NE

REQUIREMENTS

Product Overview -/&8'PSUIFJ1BE¥#$
software is ideal for the health care professionals
monitoring and recording changes in body
composition.
"GUFSUFTUJOHXJUIBO3+-CPEZDPNQPTJUJPO
analyzer, the measurements are entered into
the BC software which performs the body
composition analysis. The results can provide
suggestions for effective lifestyle changes to
improve body composition by using the diet and
FYFSDJTFXJ[BSEJODMVEFEJOUIFTPGUXBSF
Body composition changes can be easily
monitored over time with historical graphic and/or
numeric reporting. Optional input fields include blood pressure,
WJUBNJO% )C"$ MJQJEQBOFM BOEXBJTU XSJTU BOEOFDL
circumfrences.
BC is also able to import patient information from databases
DSFBUFECZ3+-TQSFWJPVTCPEZDPNQPTJUJPOTPGUXBSF
#$QSPWJEFTOVNFSPVTTFUTPGQSFEJDUJPOFRVBUJPOTGPS
FTUJNBUJOHCPEZDPNQPTJUJPO4FFCFMPX

Call for Pricing
Watch the iTunes™ Store for our app
launch or visit our website at
www.rjlsystems.com to sign up for
email updates!

POPULATION EQUATION OPTIONS
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Body Composition Electrodes
and Supplies
100 Electrodes: Pack

500 Electrodes: Box

200 Electrodes:
Stay Fresh Pack

5000 Electrodes: Case

#*"UFTUT QFSUFTU
4IJQQFEJOBTFBMFEQBDLXJUITIFFUTPG
FMFDUSPEFTFBDIɨFFMFDUSPEFTFYQJSBUJPOEBUFJT
printed on the front of each package.
$30.00/pack
92500P

#*"UFTUT QFSUFTU
4IJQQFEJOBSFVTBCMFQMBTUJDCPYXJUIUXP
FMFDUSPEFQBDLBHFT,FFQTFMFDUSPEFTGSPNESZJOH
out once the package is opened.
$45.00/pack
92500S
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#*"UFTUT QFSUFTU
$POUBJOTPOF4UBZ'SFTIQBDLBOEUISFFBEEJUJPOBM
electrode packages. The most economical way to
buy electrodes when doing many BIA tests.
$100.00/box
92500B

#*"UFTUT QFSUFTU
$POUBJOTUFO4UBZ'SFTIQBDLTBOEUPUBM
electrode packages. The most economical way to
buy electrodes when doing high volume BIA tests.
$900.00/box
92500C
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DIN Subject Cable

'PSBMM2VBOUVN***BOE*7BOBMZ[FSTBOE
Quantum II and X models with a serial number
FOEJOHJOi%w
Also available in custom configurations.

Lemo Subject Cable

'PSBMM2VBOUVN%FTLUPQBOBMZ[FST BOE
Quantum II and Quantum X without a serial
OVNCFSFOEJOHJOi%w
Call For Pricing

$60.00/cable

4” Wide Paper Roll
for Thermal Printer

'PSQSJOUFSTJODMVEFEXJUIUIF2VBOUVN***
BOE2VBOUVN%FTLUPQBOBMZ[FST
$6.00 / roll
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Precision BIA
Test Resistor

6TFEUPDIFDLDBMJCSBUJPOPOBMM3+-CPEZ
DPNQPTJUJPOBOBMZ[FST*ODMVEFT3FTJTUPSBOE
Instruction card.
Free Upon Request
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Electrode
Placement Card

'MFYJCMFMBNJOBUFEFMFDUSPEFQMBDFNFOUDBSEUIBU
educates new BIA users how to place electrodes
on the hand and foot to assure repeatable
measurements. The back of the card contains
quick reference information. Note: The Electrode
Placement Card is also available as a free download
from our website.
Free Upon Request

Please Note:
3+-4DJFODFTLFFQTPVSXBSFIPVTFGVMMZTUPDLFETPPVSDVTUPNFSTHFUXIBUUIFZOFFE XIFO
they need it. If you need assistance selecting the right products, or need urgent delivery
service, please feel free to contact us online or by phone.

RJL Sciences, Inc.
33939 Harper Avenue
Clinton Township, MI 48035 USA
Voice: 1-800-528-4513
Fax: 1-586-790-0205
www.rjlsciences.com
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ABOUT RJL SCIENCES
)*4503:3+-4DJFODFTXBTJODPSQPSBUFEJO/PWFNCFS JO%FUSPJU .JDIJHBO
with the intention of building precision electronic instruments for medicine and industry.
$VTUPNFSTJODMVEFE'PSE.PUPS$PNQBOZ 7BMBTTJT$PVQPOTBOE8BZOF4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZ 
UPOBNFBGFXɨFëSTU#*"JOTUSVNFOUTXFSFCVJMUGPSUIF64/BWZJO UPTUVEZUIF
IZESBUJPOTUBUVTPGTPMEJFSTJODPMEXFBUIFSIJHIBMUJUVEFFOWJSPONFOUTPO.U.D,JOMFZ 
"MBTLBɨFCBTJDJOOPWBUJWFEFTJHOQSJODJQMFTVTFEJOUIF.U.D,JOMFZJOTUSVNFOUTBSF
VTFEUPEBZJOBMM3+-4DJFODFT#*"EFWJDFT'PVOEFS 3VEPMQI+-JFEULF IBTPWFSTFFONPSF
UIBOZFBSTPG#*"EFWFMPQNFOU NBLJOH3+-JOTUSVNFOUTBXPSMETUBOEBSE
1"5&/543+-IBTSFHJTUFSFE64QBUFOUTPOPVSJOTUSVNFOUT USBEFNBSLTBOETPGUXBSF
3+-DVTUPNFSTDBOSFTUBTTVSFEUIBUUIFZBSFQVSDIBTJOHGSPNUIFJOEVTUSZMFBEFS
'%"$-&"3"/$&42VBOUVN"OBMZ[FSTIBWF'%"DMFBSBODFBTB$MBTT**NFEJDBMEFWJDF
GPSTBGFVTFPOUIFIVNBOCPEZUPDPMMFDUCJPFMFDUSJDBMJNQFEBODFBTTFTTNFOUEBUB3+-JT
SFHJTUFSFEXJUIUIF'%"BTB.FEJDBM%FWJDF.BOVGBDUVSFS 3FHJTUSBUJPO/P 
*4045"/%"3%3+-4DJFODFTJTIPOPSFEUPCF*40$FSUJëFE
26"-*5:$0/530-3+-JOTUSVNFOUTHPUISPVHIBSJHPSPVTUFTUJOH DBMJCSBUJPO
BOEJOTQFDUJPOQSPDFTTUIBUDPNQMJFTXJUI*40TUBOEBSET$POGPSNJUZPGQSPEVDUTBOE
TFSWJDFTUP*OUFSOBUJPOBM4UBOEBSETQSPWJEFTBTTVSBODFBCPVUPWFSBMMQSPEVDURVBMJUZ TBGFUZ 
SFMJBCJMJUZ SFQFBUBCJMJUZBOEBDDVSBDZ3+-BOBMZ[FSTBSFDIPTFOCZQSBDUJUJPOFST FEVDBUPST
BOESFTFBSDIFSTBSPVOEUIFHMPCF XIPDPOTJEFSVTUIFi(PME4UBOEBSEwPGUIF#*"UFTUJOH
industry.
0&.ɨFFOHJOFFSJOHUFBNBU3+-4DJFODFTIBTPWFSZFBSTPGFOHJOFFSJOHFYQFSJFODF
BOEFYQFSUJTFJOUIFTDJFODFPG#*" NBLJOHVTVOJRVFMZRVBMJëFEUPQSPWJEFDVTUPNNBEF
instruments for any size, scope or purpose.
8&#4*5&o0VSXFCTJUFJTEFTJHOFEUPQSPWJEFZPVXJUIBDPNQSFIFOTJWFMJTUPGSFTPVSDFT
GSPNUIFJOWFOUJPOPG#*"UPFYDJUJOHJOOPWBUJPOTGPSUIFGVUVSF#ZTJHOJOHVQGPSPVS
FOFXTMFUUFS WJBXFCTJUF ZPVSFDFJWFGSFFQSPEVDU TPGUXBSFBOEFEVDBUJPOVQEBUFT
8"33"/5:"MM3+-2VBOUVN"OBMZ[FSTDPNFXJUIBGVMMZFBSXBSSBOUZ XJUIUIFPQUJPO
UPQVSDIBTFBOFYUFOEFEXBSSBOUZ
$6450.&34611035o"MMDVTUPNFSJORVJSJFTBOEUFDIOJDBMTVQQPSURVFTUJPOTBSF
handled by the professionals who designed and built the analyzers and software – right here
JO.JDIJHBO
3&7
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